LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION

Selected Subjects – Art Library

B PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION
   BF Psychology
   BH Aesthetics
   BL Religion and mythology

C-F HISTORY
   CR Heraldry
   D 1-1075 History (General) by period
   DA - F History by country
   DU 80-398 Australia
   E America

G GEOGRAPHY
   GN Anthropology
   GR Folklore
   GT Manner and customs

H SOCIAL SCIENCES
   HF Commerce, Advertising
   HQ Women - Feminism
   HT Communities

M MUSIC
   ML Literature of music

N FINE ARTS
   1-9165 Visual arts
   72 .E53 Art and Electronics
   400-4042 Art museums, galleries...
   5300-7418 History of art
   7400 Australia
   7475-7483 Art criticism

NA Architecture
   190-1614 History

NB Sculpture

NC Drawing, Design, Illustration
   760 Art anatomy - Human figure
   997-1003 Graphic design, Advertising art
   1300-1766 Caricature, Pictorial humour and
   Satire
   1800-1850 Posters

ND Painting
   182-196 History
   1270 Technique - Styles - Color
   1700-2495 Watercolour painting

NE Print media
   1-978 Printmaking and engraving
   965 Business cards
   1000-1352 Wood engraving, woodcuts
   1400-1879 Metal engraving

NK Decorative arts, Applied arts
   1700-2195 Interior decoration
   2200-2750 Furniture design
   3700-4698 Pottery, Ceramics, Porcelain
   4700-4890 Costume and its accessories
   7000 Jewellery

NX Arts in general
   180 .F4 Feminism and the arts
   440-458 History of the arts, by period
   600.A-Z Special movements

P LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
   PN Literature
   1990-1999 Television, Video, Film
   2000-3307 Theatre

Q SCIENCE
   QA 76 Computer Science (inc. manuals)
   76.575 Multimedia Systems
   QH Biology
   QK Botany
   QL Zoology
   QM Human anatomy

S AGRICULTURE
   450.9-476.4 Gardens and gardening
   SB Plant culture

T TECHNOLOGY
   385 Computer graphics
   TA 174 Engineering graphics, inc. CAD
   TK 7881 Industrial electronics (inc. sound)
   TP Chemical technology
   TR Photography
   640- 690 Artistic photography
   858 Trick cinematography
   899 Editing of motion pictures
   TS 1100 Papermaking
   TT Handicrafts, Arts and crafts
   180- 200 Woodworking, Furniture making

Z BIBLIOGRAPHY & LIBRARY SCIENCE
   43-45 Calligraphy
   266-276 Bookbinding
   1001-8999 Bibliography of various subjects